
Downtown Main Street Construction Task Force Meeting 

Council Chambers, 2nd Floor of City Hall 
106 Jones Street 

                      May 11, 2021 – 11:30 a.m. 
 

Members Present: Alex Allon, Mayor McFarland, Nate Salas, Melissa Lampe, Jaynellen J. 

Holloway, Andrew Beyer, Steve Board, Michelle Ellias, Andy Grinwald, and Laurie Hoffmann in 

person.  Remotely: Amber Smith and Chris Ruetten.  Guests:  Sonja __________, Misti Hawn, 

and Jorge Monterrey. 
 

1.  Call to Order 

     Meeting called to order at 11:30 a.m. by Alex Allon. 
 

2.  Welcome and introductions of members absent from first meeting 

Steve Board introduced himself and stated he was representing the Historic Preservation & 

Downtown Design Committee.  

      

3.  Approval of prior meeting minutes 

     Tabled. 
 

4.  Opening for public comment 
      
5.  Update on decision making process for reconstruction wants and needs 

     The Mayor stated the list of wants and needs can be an overwhelming long list. Take into 

consideration timeline of project and funding. 
      
6.  Information presented on DOT background and constraints 

     Michelle Elias of Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WIDOT) has reviewed As Built 

records noting west of Main Street bridge the street measures 50 feet wide curb to curb and 

east of bridge 46 feet wide curb to curb. Currently, the DOT is setting reconstruction 

recommendation of pavement scope for the years of 2027-2029. At this time, it is not a 

guarantee that Watertown’s Main Street reconstruction project will be selected to be completed 

as a State project.  Timeline to submit documents & drawings to DOT for approval is generally 

four years, if it is a State project. Real estate, Historic Districts, environmental aspects are 

looked at and reviewed extensively. State projects are on the states timeline as federal funds 

are applied as available; City projects are on the city’s timeline and the State works with the City 

on reviews generally within the City’s timeline. Projects can overlap each other. 

     Main Street bridge is scheduled to be “historically” replaced in 2026. Jaynellen Holloway 

noted that a 2014 Downtown Revitalization Study by Redevelopment Resources suggested an 

option of widening the sidewalks to accommodate outdoor dining. Michelle stated the DOT’s 

typical roadway cross section allows a standard parking lane six feet wide to curb cap. Bump 

out/ grassy area with curb & gutter around it in the parking lane is acceptable, but no fenced in 

parking stalls are allowed.  

          Question arose if reconstruction of the bridge would negatively impact DOT decision on 

street construction funding. Answer- Should not. DOT would look at past projects and does not 

like to authorize piece work of a street project, so if DOT would redo Main Street, it would most 

likely be between Church Street east to Market Street. 

    The DOT works to approve issues such as travel lane, drainage, lighting, ADA (Americans 

with Disability Act). DOT does not involve itself in issues such as water & sanitary sewer utilities, 



sidewalk, aesthetics such as colored or stamped concrete, etc. Storm sewer work might qualify 

under a DOT project if improved drainage is needed, but would not include it in their scope if it 

was simply a remove and replace. 

    DOT prefers parallel parking. If angle parking already exists, DOT would ask that angle 

parking be reversed and allow back-into angle parking to reduce accidents. 

    Any coal chutes found during construction are property owner’s responsibility to fill. 

    Question asked as to when a 2021 DOT approved funding project was decided. Answer- four 

to five years ago. Projects for 2022 through 2025 have solid DOT decisions made. 2026 

projects and on are currently on a more fluid DOT process. 
 

7.  Information presented on City of Watertown construction scope of work 

     Jaynellen, Director of Public Works & City Engineer, spoke to question as to the range of 

construction work to the side streets north & south of Main Street. Answer- Reconstruction 

project concerns Main Street only. She added reconstruction of Main Street radius of side 

streets is expected to tie in through the side street crosswalks. 

     The project involves redoing lighting and public utilities which would tie into Main Street 

reconstruction such as private lead service lines. 

     Full reconstruction is a 50-year commitment last complete in 1967. We are looking at 

potential for state participation. City participates in any water, wastewater, stormwater, traffic 

signal, sidewalk, curb & gutter, street lighting, and pavement work. 

     Stated timeline for projected work would typically be from April 1 through November 1 and 

project would take 2 -3 years to complete. It is possible a detour will be needed to complete a 

portion or all of the project.  The City historically has worked closely with residents that have 

special needs during a construction project. The reality is construction is construction; there may 

be minor inconveniences from time to time. 

     It is cost effective to do all the work at one time instead of block(s) by block over an extended 

number of years. 
 

8.  Information presented on Historic District background and constraints 

     Melissa Lampe, Director of Main Street Program stated the Historic Preservation Committee 

wants to see the street scape design stay reflective of our historic downtown. Maintain a historic 

look is important. She stated would like trees on street scape and new lamp posts, 

accommodations to hang banners and flower post. Agrees with the 2014 Downtown 

Revitalization Study plan. 

     Question asked if a banner can be hung across the street at the new bridge. Michelle Ellias 

noted there would be height restrictions to follow to allow for truck traffic, etc. She will check with 

DOT bridge contact, also asking about feasibility to be placed on the bridge structure itself. 
 

9.  Discussion on inviting educational presenters to inform decision making 

     Consensus was yes. Suggestions: any outside community who went through a similar 

project and a person to discuss lighting as it can be a difficult issue to maneuver through. 

Jaynellen discussed the city’s use of Cobra head traditional lighting and historic type lighting in 

the downtown area. Michelle stated the DOT does not require any specific style of 

commercial/pedestrian style lighting. DOT will give guidance regarding number of lumens and 

will check into the minimum lumens needed. 
 

10. Initial brainstorming and compiling wants and needs discussed 



     Funding, interim timeline & scope of project questions received by committee. Mayor 

reiterated the need to narrow scope of dreams to a realistic list of wants & needs. 
 

11. Discussion on how to respond to questions from community members 

     Alex to establish a web page. Fillable form on website to ask questions was suggested. 

Should be a place of information / talking points for all committee members to have. 

      

12. Adjournment 

     Next meeting Tuesday, May 25 at 11:30 a.m.  

Motion to adjourn made and seconded by. Unanimously passed. Meeting adjourned 12:40 p.m. 

 

Minutes submitted by  

   Wanda Fredrick, administrative assistant 

 

 


